
C I V I L  W A R  I N  F I N L A N D
 



REDS AND WHITES
 

1918
 

 THERE WERE TWO ARMIES RED(THE RUSSIANS SUPPORTED

THEM) AND WHITE(THE GERMANS SUPPORTED THEM)



It was a power streggle between
conservatives and social democratives.
The war began on 27 January and ended on
15 May 1918.

Information



Causes of civil war
First world war .
Finland was pretty new country.
Germans wanted to distabiize russia and finland
delivered food and materials and people to work to
russia.
Two revolutions in russia caused a massiv fight for
control in the whole europe.
To little food.



army numbers 
each side had about 80.000 soldiers, 10.000 rifles, 400 machine guns,

and a few hundred cannons.
the reds were mostly volunteers, and the whites were mostly

conscripts. Both armies used child soldiers.



The Reds occupied the south of
Finland 

 
The rest of the country belonged

to the Whites

The map of the
Finnish civil war 



the course of the warThe line of front was formed in january 1918 
reds attacked in 28 january and they
broke the line of front
becouse of that whites counter-
attacked on Tampere whites were
suported by germans with 14
thousands soilders. White started
attacked on helesinki and won it.
They attacked on Hyvinkää and
Riihimäki and Lahti and won the war.

https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyvink%C3%A4%C3%A4
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Riihim%C3%A4ki
https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lahti


The battle in Tampere
THE MOST DECISIVE BATTLE WAS FOUGHT IN TAMPERE

AND THE WHITES WON THE BATTLE. 



BATTLE
OF
TAMPERE
The city Tampere was choosen by White
guards as a target to offensive in year 1918.
They attacked from northeast in 16. march
1918. Red guards couldn'tdefence the attack
because they didn't got any experiences.
Some of them surrender.
24. march White guards surrounded
Tampere. 16 000 whites versus 14 000 reds.

 It was fighting for
every house and 
whites was fighting
literary street after
street. 4. April 1918
Reds lost controll at
west side of the city.
After a time Reds lost
controll and army was
crumbeling. Their last
bastion was townhall.
The city was finally
captured 6.april 1918.



Prison camps

 

Whites made many prison camps during and after the war.

About 29 000 died
in the camps

 Many people
died of

diseases,
executions

and starving



Consequences of  the civil war i
Finland

Finland took from the civil war very sour heritage. During a
short war rage died almost 37 000 Fins (of witch 5.900 were in
age 14- 20 years old). The war left bitterness, hatred and desire
for revenge, witch devided Finnish people still a few decades.


